
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He _____________________ by this man at every turn, and this made him
doubly determined not to allow him to win that bet.
1.

(thwart)
was being thwarted

She had been told nothing except that thieves had attacked her
granddaughter, Barine, and slightly wounded her lover; but her own heart and
the manner of the husband, at whose side she had grown grey, showed that
many things _______________________.

2.

(conceal)were being concealed

In a moment the engines were stopped; and then-an after-thought-we
made as sharp a turn as possible, hoping to lessen the distance between us,
while a boat _______________________________ for the rescue.

3.

(man/and/lower)
was being manned and lowered

Here we found a large concourse of people assembled, and their numbers
___________________ to by fresh arrivals every minute.
4.

(add)were being added

The French people must have realized they ______________________.5.
(betray)

were being betrayed

Here there was no actual destitution, nor any fear of it, and the other
children ___________________ for.
6.

(care)were being cared

Even though most animals would recover, with or without treatment, it
would be practically impossible, while they __________________ for
recovery, to prevent the spread of the infection to others.

7.

(hold)
were being held

The moisture ___________________ from his body, his eyes stabbed with
pain and his lungs ached.
8.

(suck)
was being sucked

The trembling ran deeper and deeper into his body, till at last a single,
powerful, regular vibration took complete possession of his whole being, and
he felt as though he ____________________ round and absorbed by this
vast and gigantic sound.

9.

(wrap)
was being wrapped

But, for the moment, while the curtain _________________ down on the
tragedy of his life, he was sleeping calmly, and dreaming those happy things
which only child slumbers may know.

10.

(ring)

was being rung
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The original situation which had precipitated the fight
_______________________.
11.

(duplicate)was being duplicated

After a few minutes somebody said that he was not in his room, but that
he __________________.
12.

(page)was being paged

It was bad enough to have forced on him the acquaintance of the one
man on the island he would rather have avoided, but worse to discern that he
_________________ a fool of.

13.

(make)was being made

At last one of the Japanese with whom I conversed told me that an
exhibition of the products of nature and art in the region
_____________________, and that among the objects exhibited I might
possibly find what I sought for.

14.

(arrange)
was being arranged

However, there was no profit in arguing with them, and I took my
snap-shot with a conviction that the film ___________________.
15.

(waste)was being wasted

The carriage ___________________ up and down the side avenues.16.
(drive)

was being driven

Nan knew that something ______________________ her but she never
suspected what.
17.

(keep from)
was being kept from

But rather, that it began with a low degree, and gradually increased as the
final unit of the count _______________________.
18.

(approach)was being approached

A grave ________________ in the convent garden for a young nun who
had died, and was to be laid in the earth this morning.
19.

(dig)
was being dug

A bright lookout _________________, in spite of the feeling that it might
be, after all, only a false scent, and that while they were seeking in one
direction the enemy might make their way to the shore in another.

20.

(keep)

was being kept
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